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Go Figure: Things You Didn't Know You Didn't Know brings together for the first
time the very best explainers and charts, written and created by top journalists to
help us understand such brain-bending conundrums as why almost half the
population of Korea has one of two surnames, how bitcoin mining works, and the
seasonal distribution of dog poo on the streets of New York. Subjects both topical
and timeless, profound and peculiar, are explained with The Economist's
trademark wit and verve. The Economist Explains and its online sister, the Daily
Chart, are the two most popular blogs on The Economist's website. Together,
these online giants provide answers to the kinds of questions, quirky and serious,
that may be puzzling anyone interested in the world around them. Want to know
how a tattoo affects your job prospects, why bees are under threat, or even how
different countries spend their money? We have the answers. They are
sometimes surprising, often intriguing, and always enlightening.
Stuck On You charts the history of soccer stickers in the UK-those little bundles
of self-adhesive joy that have given so much to so many since the 1970s.
Immerse yourself in Panini v Merlin and the seedy underbelly of the sticker
business-and wallow in the nostalgia of swapping in the school playground,
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shinies, and recurring doubles.
"True tales! From 59 of your favourite players"--Cover.
Even people who don't know football know Pelé. The best of a generation of
Brazilian players universally acknowledged as the most accomplished and
attractive group of footballers ever to play the game, he won the World Cup three
times and is Brazil's all-time record goalscorer. But how did this man -- a
sportsman, a mere footballer, like many others -- become a global icon? Was it
just by being the best at what he did, or do people respond to some other
quality? The world's greatest footballer now gives us the full story of his incredible
life and career. Told with his characteristic grace and modesty, but covering all
aspects of his playing days and his subsequent careers as politician, international
sporting ambassador and cultural icon, PELE: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY is an
essential volume for all sports fans, and anyone who admires true rarity of spirit.
Football is unquestionably the world’s most popular and influential sport. There
is no corner of the globe in which the game is not played or followed. More
countries are affiliated to FIFA, football’s governing body, than to the United
Nations. The sport has therefore become an important component of our social,
cultural, political and economic life. The Routledge Handbook of Football Studies
is a landmark work of reference, going further than any other book in considering
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the historical and contemporary significance of football around the world. Written
by a team of leading sport scholars, the book covers a broad range of disciplines
from history, sociology, politics and business, to philosophy, law and media
studies. The central section of the book examines key themes and issues in
football studies, such as the World Cup and international competition,
governance and ownership, fandom and celebrity. The concluding section offers
in-depth surveys of the culture and organisation of football in each of the regional
confederations, from UEFA to CONCACAF. This book will be fascinating reading
for any serious football fan and an essential resource for advanced students or
scholars undertaking research in football or sport studies, and any practitioner or
policy-maker working in football.
Undici azzurri raccontano quarant’anni di Mondiali da un punto di vista inedito e
personale: quello del campo. Undici partite chiave, nel bene e nel male, da
Messico 1970 a Sudafrica 2010. Dalla viva voce dei giocatori che hanno
combattuto quelle sfide da leggenda, le emozioni, i retroscena, le piccole
scaramanzie e i grandi avversari che hanno fatto la storia della Nazionale italiana
ai Mondiali: da Italia-Germania 4-3, la “partita del secolo”, alla sfortunata
spedizione del 2010, passando per i successi del 1982 e del 2006 e le grandi
rivalità con Argentina e Brasile. Un occhio indiscreto nella vita di spogliatoio, nei
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ritiri, nelle emozioni di fango e sudore che hanno unito generazioni di tifosi.
Jürgen Klopp was confirmed as manager of Liverpool FC in October 2015 to a
rapturous reception. His super-sized personality and all-or-nothing style of
football and management made him the perfect choice to pump up the volume at
Anfield and lift Liverpool out of a slump. The appointment sparked hysteria in the
city with fans and club officials delighted to get the coach they'd long admired
from afar and eager to see the impact he would have on the club and the Premier
League. Klopp is the manager to turn players into winners, to get that little bit
more from them and transform teams like mid-table Borussia Dortmund into title
winners and one of Europe's most admired sides in just two seasons. He's
authentic, approachable and funny, charming media and fans alike. He's also
merciless and exceptionally driven, his quick temper bubbling away barely under
the surface. After disdappointment in the Champions League final against Real
Madrid in Kiev, Klopp has now brought silverware back to Anfield. This edition
covers the impact Klopp has had on the Reds up to the end of the 2018/19
season. Renowned football correspondent on both the German and English
games, Raphael Honigstein tells the definitive story of Klopp's career,
transformative footballing genius, and how he is bringing the noise to Anfield.
1982 tells the story of football's most exhilarating and entertaining World Cup side. This
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scintillating Brazil team - blessed with Zico, Sócrates, Falcão, Éder and Júnior - lit up the 1982
World Cup with a brand of football that was 'futebol arte'. Playing to the accompaniment of a
samba soundtrack from their supporters in the stands, the side scored 15 goals in five games
and enchanted the world, but their dream fell apart in the Sarrià Stadium against Italy. Even so,
it was a match considered one of the greatest World Cup fixtures of all time and it changed the
way the game was played forever. The Brazilian 1982 World Cup side have become a cast of
mythical characters. Despite failing to reach the semi-finals, they made the football world hold
its breath every time they stepped on the pitch. Told through the eyes of a young boy who fell
in love with the men in yellow, and the memories of those who were there to witness Brazil's
most glorious failure, 1982 is the definitive account of the greatest team never to win a World
Cup.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE TELEGRAPH SPORTS ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF THE YEAR
AWARD 2019 'A delightful book ... [and] a valuable resource' - Telegraph International Football
Kits (True Colours) charts the evolving football strip design of the world's leading national
football teams, from 1966 to the present day. Guaranteed to bring back memories of your
favourite team's kits and help you discover new ones, this groundbreaking book features strips
that made it to the greatest stage in football – the FIFA World Cup – as well as rare designs
that were never worn. John Devlin, the authority on football kits, analyses and evaluates the
home, away and third kit designs of the top football-playing nations, detailing when the strip
was worn, who wore it and the important matches in which it featured. This carefully curated
collection features more than 1,300 never-before-published artworks, and describes the
changing styles, varied manufacturers and remarkable controversies of international football
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fashion over the last 50 years.
Emotions in Sport is the first comprehensive treatment of how individual and team emotions
affect athletic performance. Edited by renowned Olympic advisor, researcher, and teacher Yuri
Hanin, the book provides you with -a comprehensive understanding of emotional patterns such
as anxiety, anger, and joy, as well as their impact on individual and team performance; -solid
methods for determining the optimal emotional state of individual athletes; -innovative
strategies for avoiding overtraining, burnout, and fatigue, while helping enhance performance;
-an overview of injury management and the positive emotional states that can actually
accelerate the healing process; and -a long-overdue look at exercise, emotions, and mental
health. Created and developed by Dr. Hanin during 30 years as a sport psychologist, the
Individual Zones of Optimal Functioning (IZOF) model is the key conceptual framework in
Emotions in Sport. The model can help you describe, predict, and explain the dynamics of
emotion/performance for individual athletes and provides you with strategies for creating
optimal emotional states and enhancing athletic performance. Appendixes to the volume
include a reproducible IZOF model form and step-by-step data collection instructions for your
use. Emotions in Sport incorporates the insights, wisdom, and experience of authorities
worldwide to give you a new perspective on this important subject and its impact on athletes.
Star-Spangled Soccer traces the development of soccer in the USA. It is the first book that tells
the story of how the sport rose to extreme highs and suffered almost catastrophic lows as it
fought to position itself on the American sports landscape, beginning with the announcement
from FIFA in 1988 that America would host the 1994 World Cup.
Soccer is the world’s most valuable sport, generating bigger revenues, as well as being
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watched and played by more people, than any other. It is virtually impossible to understand the
business of sport without understanding the football industry. This book surveys contemporary
football in unparalleled breadth and depth. Presenting critical insights from world-leading
football scholars and introducing football’s key organisations, leagues and emerging nations, it
explores key themes from governance and law to strategy and finance, as well as cutting edge
topics such as analytics, digital media and the women’s game. This is essential reading for all
students, researchers and practitioners working in football, sport business, sport management
or mainstream business and management.
The Maserati 250F raced against Ferrari, Mercedes-Benz and Vanwall for Grand Prix
supremacy during the 2500cc Grand Prix Formula years of ’54-’60. Period photographs,
including contributions from Tom March, are presented, along with engine cutaways, drawings,
technical descriptions, and the chassis and race numbers of every 250F to have competed
during this period. Stories from leading drivers who raced the 250F, including Sir Stirling Moss,
Juan Fangio, and Mike Hawthorn, along with Anthony Pritchard’s lively text, helps bring the
racing story of this iconic model back to life.
Welcome to the glorious world of Panini football stickers! Collecting Panini football stickers has
always been a joy. Tearing open those packets and excitedly filling an album is a rite of
passage for millions of kids – and adults. It's so popular, it even has its own language –
'swapsies', 'got, got, need' and 'shinies'. And now, for the first time, Panini have granted access
to their archives for this superbly illustrated celebration of their iconic football sticker
collections. Licensed by Panini and written by respected sticker authority Greg Lansdowne,
this volume showcases Panini's UK domestic football, FIFA World Cup and UEFA European
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Championship albums, as well as all the great players, from Pelé and Maradona to Marta,
Ronaldo and Mbappé (via Frank Worthington, Chris Waddle, Ally McCoist and a few dodgy
haircuts). A heady mix of football history, wonderful nostalgia and modern-day action that
collectors of all ages will cherish, this book shows why, for the last 60 years, collecting Panini
stickers has been – and remains – a global phenomenon. PANINI FOOTBALL STICKERS: A
CELEBRATION includes: – More than 2,000 images of iconic PANINI stickers, album covers
and sticker packet designs – Specially curated chapters on every UK-published collection
(Football League/FIFA World Cup) – Breakout features on foils, haircuts styles and collecting
etiquette

Soccer is the world's most popular sport and one of the globe's best known cultural
practices. The pinnacle of the sport worldwide is the FIFA World Cup, a competition
held every four years, which crowns one nation as the world champion in front of huge
global television audiences: over half of the planet's population watched the 2010 FIFA
World Cup final between Spain and the Netherlands. From the humble origins of
modern soccer in Great Britain in the 19th century, world soccer has become today a
vast,commercialized global industry, with huge salaries paid to the biggest stars due to
the massive amounts of revenue generated through the sale of television rights, ticket
sales, and sponsorship income. The Historical Dictionary of Soccer presents
acomprehensive history of the game through a chronology, an introductory essay, a
bibliography, numerous appendixes that list everything from the FIFA World Player of
the Year to FIFA World Cup Winners and Runners-Up to the UEFA Champions League
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Winners and Runners-Up, and over 400 cross-referenced dictionary entries on places,
teams, terminology, and people, including Garrincha, Pelé, Johan Cruyff, Diego
Maradona, Zinedine Zidane, and Lionel Messi. This book is an excellent access point
for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about soccer.
World Cup 1970-2014Panini Football CollectionsAntique Collector's Club
The Bitches enter the arena for their very first deathsport match. From 2014 Best Writer
Eisner nominee KELLY SUE DeCONNICK (PRETTY DEADLY, Captain Marvel) and
VALENTINE De LANDRO (X-Factor) with colorist CRIS PETER (CASANOVA) and
letterer CLAYTON COWLES (THE WICKED + THE DIVINE).
"Reprint of all Panini World Cup albums - pictures and results"--Back cover.
An Amazon #1 Best-Seller! Named the #1 Soccer Book by Football.com. Named a Top
5 Book of the Year by the NSCAA Soccer Journal! Soccer iQ is the first book for soccer
PLAYERS! In a world saturated with books about how to coach soccer, Dan Blank
finally gives players a book on how to think it. Standing on two decades of collegiate
coaching experience, Blank has catalogued soccer's most common mistakes and
provides simple, connect-the-dots solutions to help players solve their soccer problems.
Soccer IQ is soccer's first text book for players; an almanac of smarter soccer decisions
intended to flatten out the learning curve. It covers everything from hunting rebounds to
the value of the toe-ball; from playing in the rain to the world's dumbest foul. Blank tells
his story from the familiar and humorous voice of a coach who has endured years of
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stress at the hands of his players. Written in plain-spoken language, Soccer IQ is an
easy read and a quick-fix to the most common yet critically important soccer problems.
Includes a bonus chapter on the college recruiting process. " Finally someone wrote
this book! If every soccer player read Soccer IQ, every coach would be a lot happier."
Mark Francis - Head Coach University of Kansas "Dan Blank has just written soccer's
first definitive text book." Colin Carmichael - Head Coach Oklahoma State University
"This book has immediately become required reading for my team. I'll take 30 copies."
Steve Nugent - Head Coach UNC-Greensboro "Soccer IQ may the best practical
soccer book I have ever read. There's no fluff. Just nuts and bolts principles that we
teach every day. It'll solve a lot of your soccer problems." Steve Holeman - Head Coach
University of Georgia
The definitive illustrated guide to UEFA EURO 2020 that no football fan should be
without. One of the most eagerly anticipated events on the sporting calendar, the 16th
edition of the UEFA European Championship will take place between 11 June and 11
July 2021, at 12 venues across 12 countries, with 24 teams competing for the most
prestigious international prize in the European game. UEFA EURO 2020: The Official
Book covers every aspect of the tournament, from the host cities and nations to full
profiles of all 24 qualified teams, along with features on the star players due to light up
the competition and magic moments from EUROs past. Packed full of facts and
statistics, and beautifully illustrated with a superb collection of photographs, UEFA
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EURO 2020: The Official Book is suitable for fans of all ages and is the perfect
accompaniment to the year's biggest football event.
Six Stickers tells the story of Adam Carroll-Smith's bid to break his duck and complete a
childhood football sticker album, and at the same time rediscover his love for a muchchanged game. After uncovering the almost-finished album he decided to track down
and photograph the six players missing from his 1996 Premier League sticker book.
Reveals everything you need to know about the beautiful (and not so beautiful) game.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
A young fan invests his hope in his heroes in this “spectacular” novel inspired by the
true story of a hardscrabble Scottish football club’s 1967 season (Scottish Daily Mail).
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In 1967 Celtic manager Jock Stein stepped from the tunnel of Lisbon’s Estadio
Nacional and took up a position pitch-side as his team of homegrown players ran out to
face the might of Inter Milan, the charismatic superstars of Italian football, in the
European Cup final. Celtic were a team forged in Stein’s own image, steeled with a
relentless industry and integrity by their inspirational manager whose character had, in
turn, been honed by the horrors of the deep dark of the coalfields. This extraordinary
novel delves into the very heart of that incredible season, telling the story through the
eyes of Stein—as he plots and plans and drags his team to the pinnacle of European
club football—and those of Tim, an idealistic young fan journeying to the big game from
the south side of Glasgow, whose dreams of life beyond the decaying slums are
inextricably tied to those of his heroes. The Road to Lisbon is a novel of hopes and
dreams, of self-discovery and triumph over adversity—and of an unerring love for an
institution that represents so much more than just a football club.
The essential guide to world soccer—the history, the players, the fan culture—from the
phenomenally popular duo from NBC Sports. The Men in Blazers are two English-born,
soccer-obsessed broadcasters who have savored the dizzying growth of the game
along with millions of Americans. Now they immerse fans and novices alike in the
history and culture of the world’s game with Encyclopedia Blazertannica. Examining
fan culture, from the famous stadium chants to the tactical variations of scarf tying,
exploring the complex physics and ethics of both celebratory knee slides and fights
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between players, reliving the careers of legendary players, classic matches, and
colorful World Cup history, and sharing a deep appreciation for the athletic brilliance
and ill-judged neck tattoos that dominate the sport, this indispensable tome gives
readers a front-row seat to all the action of football madness. A New York Times
Bestseller!
A cohesive and well-motivated introduction to group theory and its application to
physics.
Reflections on collecting baseball cards in childhood accompany remarks on the skills
and achievements of players whose pictures were found in bubble gum packages
Through the lens of Brazil's trademark sport, reporter Alex Bellos brings us a
fascinating portrait of Brazilian identity. When Brazil won the World Cup in 2002, the
secret was out: the Brazilian soccer team is one of the modern wonders of the world. In
this fascinating portrait of Brazilian identity, Alex Bellos brings to life not just a sport, but
an entire country. With an unerring eye for a good story and a marvelous ear for the
voices of the people he meets, Alex Bellos uncovers what Ronaldo called the "true
truth" about Brazilian soccer.
An illustrated exploration of the design, meaning and symbolism of world football club
crests. Why is there a devil shown on the crest of Manchester United? Which club's
crest motto is 'To Dare Is To Do'? And whose emblem depicts a bear and a strawberry
tree? From the seahorses of Newcastle United to the royal crown of Real Madrid, via
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the riveting hammers of West Ham United, Valencia's famous bat design and German
club St Pauli's unofficial skull-and-crossbones emblem, there is a story behind every
crest, a tale of identity. Covering more than 200 clubs from 20 different leagues, World
Football Club Crests explores the design, meaning and symbolism of the game's most
famous club crests to reveal why the badges look as they do. This carefully curated
collection charts the continuing evolution of the designs and describes the changing
styles, varied influences and remarkable controversies that have shaped football's most
iconic crests. These important symbols of football heraldry will never be viewed in the
same way again.
The Official History of the FIFA World Cup book, revised and updated to include a full
report on the outstanding FIFA World Cup 2018 Russia, is an authoritative and
comprehensive review of the 21 FIFA World Cups to have taken place since the
inaugural tournament in 1930. Packed with stunning photography, exclusive interviews
of the biggest stars of each edition, unique official documents and statistics, it is a must
read football fans worldwide. In this unique book you can read the stories behind the
scenes, as well as the events and the most famous incidents. It features the biggest
stars and many previously unknown ones too, all with a unique global point of view.
Where the Cool Kids Hung Out is the story of the UEFA Cup's glory years, when it was
a tournament that boasted a stronger field of teams than its senior siblings, the
European Cup and the European Cup Winners' Cup. Since then it has drifted into its
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poor current form as the Europa League, the Champions League having siphoned off
most of Europe's biggest clubs. Yet the UEFA Cup enjoyed some very stylish years, no
more so than during the two-legged final period. It was an era when Ipswich Town
swept to glory, Liverpool conditioned themselves to conquer the continent, Tottenham
Hotspur twice captured the cup and Dundee United came agonisingly close. It was also
a time when Borussia M&önchengladbach made their name, Real Madrid regenerated
as a force and Serie A came to dominate. Drawing on an encyclopaedic knowledge of
the tournament plus interviews with players, journalists and fans who lived and loved
the competition, Steven Scragg brings you the definitive account of the UEFA Cup's
halcyon days.
Sport and architecture are two elements of contemporary life that have a broad and
profound impact on the world around us. The role architecture plays in shaping
buildings and societies has occupied historians for centuries. Likewise, the cultural,
economic, and political importance of sport is the subject of sustained academic inquiry.
When sport and architecture converge, as in the 2012 London Olympics or the 2014
World Cup in Brazil, then the impact of these two forms of social activity is redoubled.
This book presents a new and dynamic study of the complex relationship between sport
and architecture. It explores the history of sport architecture and examines the buildings
and events that create sites where sport and architecture converge in particularly telling
ways. Its chapters discuss the following topics: sport architecture and urban
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redevelopment sport architecture and technology sport architecture and nationalism
sport architecture as social activism sport architecture and global capitalism. By
considering the importance of architectural form alongside these key themes, this book
represents a landmark study for anybody interested in the social and cultural
significance of architecture or sport.
A few weeks ago a small but very moving book 'A Hero Who Could Fly' was published
about an Irish boy and his English hero. It is the memoir of a boy with learning
disabilities who learned to read and write through his sporting idol, Gordon Banks.
Through the darkest days of 'The Troubles', the influence of the boy's hero remained
constant. It all began 40 years ago this month when, on 30 July 1966, the boy saw
Banksy for the first time on TV in the World Cup Final at Wembley. As an adult the boy
became a best-selling author with Eyewitness Bloody Sunday - a book that inspired the
award-winning movie 'Bloody Sunday' - but he never forgot the debt of gratitude he
owed to England's greatest goalkeeper.
For your average 1960s or 70s schoolboy, the week was largely given over to
amassing a football card collection, and later, the sticker annual. The cards were
swapped with schoolmates, fought over, and more were purchased—yet somehow you
still ended up with only the Birmingham City first team. In this history of the football card
and sticker annual, Rob Jovanovic traces the history of the playing card right back to
the golden age of the cigarette card, charting its development through the decades up
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to the modern-day sticker album. In doing so, the book provides a nostalgic,
photographic history of the game.
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